Clean and Sustainable Mobility for All: An Agenda for Reforms
September 28-29, 2011. New Delhi

Day 1: SEPTEMBER 28, 2011

8:30 am Registration

SESSION I: Transport reforms for sustainable mobility in cities
9:30 am – 11:00 am

- SUNITA NARAIN, Director General, Centre for Science and Environment
  Urban transport: The terms of the debate today

- BHURE LAL, Chairman, Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority
  Challenges of urban transport

- ANUMITA ROYCHOWDHURY, Executive Director, Centre for Science and Environment
  Urban transport reforms: Hits and misses

How cities can take forward the reform

- SAURABH GARG, Commissioner-Cum-Secretary, Housing and Urban Development Department, Government of Orissa
  Our lessons from ongoing reforms: City perspective

- B I SINGHAL, Director General, Institute of Urban Transport
  Future needs of the urban transport in the country

- SANTOSH VAIDYA, Secretary, New Delhi Municipal Council
  Perspectives on urban transport reforms in Delhi

TEA BREAK: 11.00 am – 11:15 am

SESSION II: Improvement in bus transport: opportunities and challenges
11:15 am to 1:00 pm

CHAIR: B I Singhal, Director General, Institute of Urban Transport

- NICK ALDWORTH, General Manager Transport for London,
  Learning from bus transport reforms and congestion charging in London

- S N SAHAI, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer, DIMTS
  New reforms in bus operations in Delhi

- MADHAV PAI, EMBARQ, India
  Bus transport reforms: Case studies from Indian cities (Jaipur, Indore, Mumbai Bangalore, etc)
SESSION III: Changing the paradigm of travel
2:00 to 3:30 pm

- GEETAM TIWARI, Professor, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
  Reclaiming spaces for people
- DANI SIMONS, Director, Communication Director, ITDP (Formerly with New York City Department of Transport)
  How New York City has reclaimed space from cars?
- MARK BRUSSEL, Urban Infrastructure Planning and Management, Faculty ITC, University of Twente, Netherlands
  How Dutch cities have made the transition towards non-motorised transport?
- UTPAL PADIA, Deputy Municipal Commissioner, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
  Urban transport fund model in Ahmedabad to fund BRT

SESSION IV: Equity and inclusiveness in urban transport for sustainability
3.45 pm - 5.15 pm

CHAIR: Dinesh Mohan, Professor, IIT Delhi

- DARSHINI MAHADEVIA, Professor, Planning and Public Policy, CEPT University
  What can make urban transport more inclusive?
- MARUF RAHMAN, WBB Trust (Work for a Better Bangladesh), Dhaka
  Non-motorised transport initiatives in Dhaka
- SUJIT PATWARDHAN, Parisar, Pune
  Initiative in Pune on NMT and public transport accessibility
- V K DEV, Chairman-cum- Managing Director, Delhi Transport Corporation
  Role of DTC in improving public transport in Delhi
- DEBASISH BHATTACHARYA, Activist, Calcutta Tramways
  Should trams be allowed to die?
Day 2: SEPTEMBER 29, 2011

SESSION I: Leapfrog strategy for clean vehicles and fuels
9:30 am – 11:15 am

- ANUMITA ROYCHOWDHURY, Executive Director, Centre for Science and Environment
  Future pathways: The terms of the debate

CHAIR: KIRIT S PARIKH, Chairman, Integrated Research and Action for Development

- KIRIT S PARIKH, Chairman, Integrated Research and Action for Development
  Energy efficiency of transport: a policy perspective

- AJAY MATHUR, Director General, Bureau of Energy Efficiency
  Towards more fuel efficient vehicles

- MIKE KILBURN, Civic Exchange, Hong Kong
  Initiatives to cut emissions from vehicles in Hong Kong

- DON S JAYAWEERA, Director General- Department of Development Finance, Ministry of Finance and Planning, Sri Lanka
  Fuel quality improvement roadmap in Sri Lanka to achieve clean air in cities

TEA BREAK: 11.15 am – 11:30 am

SESSION II: Technology and fuel quality pathways for clean air
11:30 am to 12:30 pm

CHAIR: M B LAL, Former Chairman of Scientific advisory committee, MoPNG Technical Member (P&NG)

- ANUP Bandivadekar, Indian Council for Clean Transportation, USA
  Technology roadmap and the emerging regulatory challenges

- M K Chaudhari, Advisor, Automotive Research Association of India
  Future technology pathways to meet the clean emissions challenge

- B D GHOSH, Executive Director, Centre for High Technology
  Technological progress in Indian refineries to meet the next generation clean fuel challenge

Session III: The way ahead: Setting the terms for urban transport reforms
12:30 pm – 2.00 pm

CHAIR: SUNITA NARAIN, Director General, CSE

- IP Gautam: Secretary, Department of Urban Development, Government of Gujarat
- GAURAV GUPTA, Managing Director, Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation
- BHURE LAL, Chairperson, Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority

LUNCH